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Abstract— Navigation is one of the key issues of biped robot,
especially in complicated and uncertain human-living environ-
ment. There have been challenges for ensuring the stability,
efficiency and security of the biped navigation system. In this
paper, a framework utilizing sampling-based footstep planner
is proposed for the simulation of the biped navigation. Sensor
fusion method is adopted to process and generate the correlated
environment information for footstep planning. Two specific
experiments have been conducted to validate the functionality
and performance of the proposed framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently with the Fukushima nuclear accident and the

robot competition (DARPA Robot Challenge), biped robots

have shown great advantages compared to wheeled robots in

task-oriented situations. Biped robots have been regarded as

the execution unit of handling the dangerous tasks as well

as the service agent in the future. Biped robots are able to

adapt to complex environment and deal with difficult tasks.

Biped navigation is one of the essential functionalities for

the biped robots to accomplish high-level tasks.

Due to the complex structure and the safety consideration

of robots, it may be difficult to carry out physical experiments

to validate the testing algorithm and program. Thus, the us-

age of a simulator is often of significant importance. As a tool

to test the efficiency, safety, and robustness of new algorithm,

the simulator can greatly reduce the experimental time and

cost. For biped navigation, because of the capability to step

over and step upon, the boundary between obstacles and the

environment has been blurred such that conventional path

planning is not suitable [1]. Kuffner et al. [2]-[4] proposed a

sampling-based approach for global footstep planning. Upon

the sampling-based approach, Chestnutt et al. proposed to

use A* search to compute foot sequence by applying the

dynamically adjustable action model [5] and adaptive action

model to perform the local searches based on reference

actions [6]. Xia et al. proposed a randomized sampling-based

footstep planner based on rapidly exploring random trees

(RRT) algorithm to resolve the footstep planning problem in
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the environments with local loops or narrow passages [7]-[9].

Theses researches mentioned above have proved the great

advantage of the A* sampling-based footstep planner.

Conventional locomotion requires a sophisticated control

method including an accurate robot modeling and complex

dynamic calculation based on the stability control to keep

the robot functional. Nowadays more and more researchers

have studied the control methodology inspired from animal

locomotion which has evolved to be efficient, rapid and

reliable [10]. CPG controller, one of the bionic based con-

trollers, consists of layered networks capable of producing

coordinated oscillatory patterns of rhythmic activity which

receiving adjustment signals from higher control centers [11].

This paper proposes a generalized framework for the

simulation of biped navigation in human-living environment.

The A* sampling-based footstep planner was utilized as the

searching engine to calculated the proper footstep sequence.

A collision free element step library based on the model

of physical robot was built as the database for the footstep

planner. The footstep planning and execution adopt the

“Offline planning, online calling” to reduce the planning cost

and execution speed. The execution of the element step was

conducted using an open-loop control methods since based

on the experiment data analysis, the well-calculated joint

values would minimized the error caused by slipping. The

element step library, including the footstep placements of the

robot and the correlated footstep-gesture transition trajectory,

was calculated based on the stability control of the Center

of Mass (CoM).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II introduces the system architecture and the procedure of

the simulation experiment. Section III illustrates the detailed

functions used in the biped navigation. Section IV presents

the experimental results. Section V concludes this paper.

II. FRAMEWORK

The framework for simulation of biped navigation is

composed of two parts. The first part is the construction

of the Element Step Library, which is the database for the

footstep planner and the execution element for the offline

planning. The element steps not only consider the footstep?s

placement but also the corresponding transition posture. The

second part is the environment sensing which generate the

real-time map and the goal position for the footstep planner

to update the footstep sequence. Figure 1 shows the diagram

of the biped walking.
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Fig. 1. The flow diagram for the biped walking

A. Construction of Element Step Library

1) Sampled Reachable Region: Sampling-based footstep

planner starts from estimating the entire reachable region

to find the available footstep placements. By examining the

physical limitation of the robot?s forward, sidewards and

rotation movement, a library containing all the basic footstep

placements is built.

2) Self-Collision Check: Elements in the element step

library, such as the inward slide and the forward-inward

rotation footstep placement, may cause self-collision. To

avoid the self-collision, some elements is removed from the

library based on the Kinematic analysis and experiment test.

3) Footstep-Gesture Transition: Footstep-Gesture Transi-

tion mainly considers the stability of the robot when the

footstep placements change from one foot to the other foot.

This procedure consists of the one foot support phase and

the movement of the CoM during two feet support phase.

Detailed procedure is illustrated in Section III.

B. Environment Sensing

1) 3D Depth Map: The environmental information up-

dating is of great importance for biped navigation in human-

living environment. The synchronization between the execu-

tion of the element step and the speed of the map generation

should be considered to avoid the robot from colliding

obstacles. The noise caused by the robot?s movement is

filtered to avoid the searching failure. Detailed depth map

generation algorithm is presented in Section III.

2) Goal Position: The goal position of the biped naviga-

tion is predefined by user. The goal needs to be distinctive

from the surrounding environment such that color or shape

based segmentation is sufficient to extract the goal position.

III. KEY FUNCTIONS

To realize the biped navigation, the construction of the El-

ement Step Library and the generation of the 3D Depth Map

are necessary. The proper element step library guarantees the

stability of the walking. The accurate 3D depth map guides

the robot to avoid the obstacles in the environment.

A. Footstep-Gesture Transition

1) Realization of the element steps: Fig. 2 shows the

generalized sampled reachable region. To execute the ele-

ment step, the robot needs to place the swing foot to the

desired footstep placement. However, for continuous walking

process, the swing and support foot is always changing

between left and right, and the control of the CoM for the

stability is required.

Fig. 2. Footstep-transition model. (Left) The reachable region for the swing
foot, (Right) Sets of footstep placement defined in the transition model.[9]

Fig. 3 shows the theoretical trajectory of biped robot?s

CoM during walking. It indicates that the walking process

can be divided into the single foot support phase and double

feet support phase. During the single foot support phase, the

CoM falls into the projection region of the support foot, and

as the robot?s swing foot moves from one footstep placement

to a new footstep placement. During the double feet support

phase, the CoM moves the previous support foot to the

present support foot by adjusting the hip-roll and the ankle-

roll joints.

Fig. 3. Theoretical trajectory of biped robot?s CoM while walking

Fig. 4 shows the decomposing of one foot support phase

into five key postures. The five key postures are used as

the middle points to simplify the joints value calculation

process. Element steps for each foot are connected by the

middle “center posture” which is used as the starting and

final posture (symmetric one) for each element step.

After space domain and timing domain adjustment, one

element step is built starting from the center posture to a

new center posture. Within the starting center posture, the

CoM falls in the left or right foot as the present support

foot, and within the new center posture, the CoM falls in the
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Fig. 4. Five key postures of the one foot support phase from present footstep
placement to new footstep placement, they are the leaving ground posture,
post leaving ground posture, center posture, pre-swing ground posture,
swing ground posture, respectively. (Black lines indicate the support leg
and foot while the gray ones show the movement of the swing leg and
foot.)

right or left foot as the new support foot, which is placed in

the desired footstep placement.

2) Re-examine element steps: During the experiment,

certain sampled element steps, which are mainly near the

extreme limitation of the forward and slide range, may be

unstable even though parameters have been well adjusted.

For safety consideration, these steps will be removed from

the element step library.

3) Discussion: The construction of the element step li-

brary is the fundamental part of the sampling based searching

algorithm: the further calculated step sequence is based the

accurate position of the current step, therefore, errors within

each element step would affect the final performance greatly.

On the other hand, since the continuous movement has been

divided into element steps, the calculation load is greatly

reduced and the further fault isolation would be easier to

conduct.

B. 3D Depth Map Generation

The 3D Depth Map generation consists of two steps: the

general environment sensing and the robot-The 3D Depth

Map generation consists of two steps: the general environ-

ment sensing and the robot-related noise filtering.

Fig. 5. The diagram of depth map generation.

1) Environment sensing to Depth map: For environment

sensing, depth and color sensors fusion is applied to get the

depth map of the environment. As the global environment

information is needed for the sampling-based footstep plan-

ner, sensors with wide sensing region are required to build

the depth map.

After acquiring the depth and color image, the valid exper-

iment area (i.e. the region of interest) is first extracted using

the color segmentation. Threshold adjustment on the depth

image is then used to determine boundaries of obstacles.

Multiple filters are used to remove spark noise.

2) Remove discrete noise caused by the robot: The pro-

cedure explained above is able to generate a proper 3D

depth map for sampling-based footstep planner in static

environment. While in human-living environment which is

dynamic, the movement of the robot would influence the

depth data and generate obstacle-like noise near the robot,

thus lead to the failure of searching.

To remove the noise caused by the movement of the

robot, we used the color based segmentation to isolate the

robot from the environment, and then adopted the connect-

component analysis methods to process the depth data to

remove the “robot-related” noise near the robot. Generally,

after these two steps, the 3D Depth Map for the footstep

planner is sufficient to calculate the footstep sequence.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Webots [12] is adopted as the simulation platform for

experimental environment construction and the algorithm

testing. The biped robot model is generated from an Alde-

baran NAO robot with 21 degrees of freedom and a virtual

Kinect sensor is used to sensing the environment. Fig. 6

shows the simulation scene.

Fig. 6. The simulation scene. Kinect Sensor is installed onto the cailing
and the goal position is represented by a moveable red ball. The experiment
area has a size of 2m*2m.

In the simulation experiments, a Kinect sensor [13] is

installed onto the transparent ceiling about 2.7m height from

the floor. Fig. 7 shows the raw image acquired from the

Kinect.
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Fig. 7. Raw image from virtual Kinect

In our experiments, a 3D depth map with a region of pixels

of 200*200 is generated for the footstep planner.

A. Element Step Library

An Element Step Library containing 5 element steps

(Fig. 8) is built as the database for the footstep plan-

ner.Specifications of the element step will be explained.

Fig. 8. Footsep placement for swing foot. Left rectangle indicates
the support foot and the right rectangles indicates the avaiable footstep
placement for the swing foot

TABLE I

ELEMENT STEP SPECIFICATION

Step F (x(/m),y(/m),θ(/◦) Cost

# 1 (0.00, 0.00, 0) 0.90

# 2 (0.04, 0.00, 0) 0.85

# 3 (0.06, 0.00, 0) 0.80

# 4 (0.00, 0.04, 0) 0.95

# 5 (0.04, 0.02, 30) 1.00

Step # 1 performs the functions of switching supporting

foot during the searching process to realize higher planning

efficiency.

As to Step #5, the unique correlated HipYawPitch joint,

the left foot could only turn counter-clock wise while the

right foot could only turn clockwise. The element search

cost is determined by displacement and the complexity of

the movement.

The execution of the element step is conducted by sending

the pre-calculated values for the 12 joints from the lower

body the control period is 100ms.

B. Ball Tracking Experiment

In this experiment, the goal point, which is represented by

a red ball, is moveable and the biped robot will track the red

ball until the robot gets the ball. The experimental results

are demonstrated in Fig. 9.

The robot was placed at the initial position and a red

ball representing the goal was placed in the front of it.

During the navigation, the simulator will carry out footstep

re-planning by considering the present depth map and goal

position. During the walking process, the robot will adapt to

the change of goal position and adjust its footstep sequence

to reaches goal.

C. Reaction to Dynamic Experiment

In this experiment, the environment was set dynamic

and the robot would react to the uncertain environment

while approaching the red ball. The experiment results are

demonstrated in Fig. 10.

In this experiment, the goal position was set fixed while

the obstacle was movable(represented by a blue box). During

the navigation procedure, the obstacle was moved around

to simulate the human-living environment. The robot will

adjust its footstep sequence only when the obstacle lies in

its routine.The movement of the obstacle is controlled by

programmer to avoid the ”local minima” situations which

lead to searching failure.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a framework for the simulation of

biped navigation in human-living environment. A* based

searching algorithm is utilized as the footstep planner. An

offline sampling-based element step library is built as the

database for the footstep planner, and a 3D Depth map is

generated to provide the environment information for the

planner. Webots platform and a NAO robot are adopted to

build the experiment scene. Two specific experiments con-

sidering the change of the goal position and the environment

were conducted to validate the proposed framework.

Physical experiments have been conducted and the physi-

cal performance varies a lot from the simulated one: because

of the poor rigidity of the plastic, the main material of the

NAO robot, external angle compensations are required for the

HipRoll joints and AnkleRoll joints. Due to the uncertainty

of the friction of the floor material, the actual displacement of

the robot’s feet is not accurate which would greatly reduce
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Fig. 9. Ball tracking experiment.

Fig. 10. Reaction to dynamic environment.

the advantage of the sampling based biped navigation. In

the future, external sensors would be added to two feet and

the torso part to get the actual posture of the robot and a

closed loop control method would be used to control the

execution of the element step by real-time sensing and angle

compensation.
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